Abstract -A system for real time navigation of a planning, only partial information is available about the nonholonomic car-like robot in a dynamic environment obstacles and to achieve a given goal; the robot plans a consists of two layers is described: a Sugeno-type fuzzy path based on the available information [6] , [7]. that collision with the obstacles iS avoided" [5] . The motion planning problem can be classified as staticFOMLTN or dynamic, depending on the mode in which the obstacle Intelligent Robotic Systems should take task-level information is available. In a static problem, the traditional commands directly without any planning-type mode of motion planning, all the information about decomposition [18]. Additionally it is desirable to design obstacles and the geometry of the robot in the environment them for a large class of tasks rather than a specific task are known a priori, and the motion of the robot is designed [21]. As a result, the spilt between robot controller design from such information. On the other hand, with dynamic and robot action planning is critical since they usually have two different reference bases. The action planning is 
The main problem when navigating realistic based fuzzy controller. The system philosophy is inspired by environments is the pervasive uncertainties in the overall human routing when moving between obstacles based on visual information including right and left views to identify system (which includes the robot and surrounding the next step to the goal. A Sugeno-type fuzzy motion planner domain). Thus it becomes impossible to generate complete of four inputs one output is introduced to give a clear or exact models of the system and/or its behavior. direction to the robot controller. The second stage is a Uncertainties also propagate through the control systems modified proportional navigation based fuzzy controller leading to further inaccuracies or errors. By contrast, based on the proportional navigation guidance law and able humans cope very well with uncertain environments, often to optimize the robot's behavior in real time, i.e. to avoid relying on approximate or qualitative data and reasoning to stationary and moving obstacles in its local environment make decisions and to accomplish their objectives.
obeying kinematics constraints. The system has an intelligent Therefore artificial intelligent systems which use an combination of two behaviors to cope with obstacle avoidance as well as approaching a target using a proportional apprxmt raoig gr hihy [eial[81] Fzy navigation path.
logic systems are inspired by the human capability to operate on, and reason with, perception based information The system was simulated and tested on different [12] . Fuzzy logic provides a formal methodology for environments with various obstacle distributions. The representing and implementing the human expert's simulation reveals that the system gives good results for heuristic knowledge and perception based actions [13] . various simple environments.
The focus of this paper is the real time navigation of a nonholonomic car-like robot in a dynamic environment. that collision with the obstacles iS avoided" [5] . The motion planning problem can be classified as staticFOMLTN or dynamic, depending on the mode in which the obstacle Intelligent Robotic Systems should take task-level information is available. In a static problem, the traditional commands directly without any planning-type mode of motion planning, all the information about decomposition [18] . Additionally it is desirable to design obstacles and the geometry of the robot in the environment them for a large class of tasks rather than a specific task are known a priori, and the motion of the robot is designed [21] . As a result, the spilt between robot controller design from such information. On the other hand, with dynamic and robot action planning is critical since they usually have two different reference bases. The action planning is The Robot Sensors with their beam pattern e j i 27r'
The Proposed sensors are modeled using Matlab Fig.(5) shows the proposed system model which consists consequent. However, the linear dependence of each rule of a two inputs-one output fuzzy controller as shown in on the input variable of a system makes the Sugeno Fig.(6) As a result, the most common number of membership The second stage is an intelligent controller able to functions for each variable in a fuzzy system fall between optimize the robot's behavior in real time, i.e. to avoid 3 and 9. The number should usually (but not always) be an stationary and moving obstacles in its local environment odd number (3, 5, 7, 9) . The control surface fuzzy sets on obeying kinematics constraints.
each side of the zero (or normal) action set should Thus, for the robot to reach the goal, it has to follow two normally be balanced and symmetric behaviors: (1) when there are no obstacles in the goal sight The error signal between the desired direction from the and (2) when there is an obstacle. Thus, it has to change planner and the feedback actual direction of the robot is direction to avoid the obstacle taking into account the fuzzified by seven membership functions; five triangle dimensions and the kinematics of the robot. In addition, for membership functions, and two trapezoidal membership the general case, a moving goal may also be considered.
functions. They are used at the inputs to convert the To meet these criteria, a fuzzy logic controller (FLC) direction error signal into linguistic variables. The based on the proportional navigation method was trapezoidal membership functions at the boundaries of the simulated. The proportional navigation method is a desired input range serve to provide "saturation" behavior guidance law first used in 1950 [27] . It is popular due to its whenever the input is high. In order to optimize the simplicity, effectiveness and ease of implementation [28] .
membership function width the Whole Overlap, WO, index The proportional navigation guidance law seeks to null is calculated from the next equation [12] : the line of sight changing rate (LOS) by making the controlled system (robot) turn rate be directly proportional fmin(,i(x)," j2 (x)) to the rate of turn of sight line [29] . In other words, it seeks WO=x to nullify the angular velocity of the line of sight (LOS) fmax(ji1 (x), 812(x)) anglex In addition to the proportional navigation behavior of where: g1(x) and g2(x) are two adjacent membership the controller, the direction control behavior of the robot in functions. response to an obstacle was also incorporated to give an A low WO (about 140%) improved the steady state error intelligent behavior fuzzy controller and response time [12] . Similarly, the LOS changing rate is fuzzified by seven membership functions. performance as shown in Fig.(8) . The simulation reveals R that the system gives good results for the non-complicated [31] , and the rules are g designed such that they combine two behaviors. Firstly when there is no obstacle, the robot behaves in "Track the proportional navigation path until the goal is reached" mode. Secondly, when there is an obstacle, the robot operates in "Deviate from the calculated path and go around the obstacle until it is clear to the goal" mode. These two behaviors are independent therefore they can be developed and demonstrated independently of each other. Thus, each behavior has rules represented in the controller.. But, only one action command can be sent to a single output control for any given stimulus (a single point in the input space). This leads to the concept that one behavior
The simulation results for Figure 8 Thes1mlaton esuts ordifferent environments with various obstacle must dominate in any given region of the input space. distributions Thus, these two behaviors are merged to create a more complex reasoning system. Thus, these two behaviors are A number of different strategies has been merged to create a more complex reasoning system. The published to table similar problems. However, the rules were formulated one by one, then the whole rules set proposed system is compared with similar published was analyzed to make it: systems [13] , [9] , [10] , [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . Different strategies have
Complete: any combination of the inputs fired at least one been used: the behavioral based structure has been used in rule.
many [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . These assign different behaviors for Consistent: it does not contain any contradictions. different situations (avoiding obstacles, following wall, Continuous: it does not have neighboring rules with output going to the goal,....... .etc) and employ a behavior selection fuzzy sets that have an empty intersection, mechanism. Such strategies need more training and The performance of the fuzzy controller is shown in additional algorithms for tuning the fuzzy parameters. Fig.(7) Moreover, the more behaviors we employ the more complex the system becomes. Hierarchical architectures also result in complex system designs [16] , [38] , [39] . 
